
The business intelligence platform you 
need to make smarter IT decisions
You need accurate data and insights to effectively manage your IT 
environment. More than just assessing what you have, you need to be able to

✓ Know what you have, how it’s being used, by whom and when
✓ Plan for cloud migrations efficiently and effectively
✓ Optimize current infrastructure
✓ Reduce subscription software costs
✓ Secure access to your environment
✓ Monitor everything from a single dashboard
✓ Have real-time visibility into your entire environment at all times

“After rapid deployment and within only an hour of scanning, Movere was able to discover 25% more servers than 
originally thought were in our environment, uncovering some environments that were offline, expired, or retired, 
and provided a clear understanding of devices the team was unaware even existed.”
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Movere is a multi-dimensional SaaS 
platform that increases business 
intelligence by accurately presenting entire 
IT environments within a single day. Our 
platform allows you to discover, prepare 
for the cloud, and optimize with confidence 
as your organization grows & changes, 
regardless of platform, application or 
geography. Movere’s self-discovering 
bots identify users, applications and 
resource consumption intelligently and 

geospatially — whether on-prem or in 
the cloud — to immediately give you 
the visibility and control you need to be 
effective.  There is no software installation, 
no trace of Movere’s presence left in your 
environment. It simply scans, gathers, and 
reports on 100% of everything that exists in 
your IT environment — and it does it all at a 
rate of up to 1,000 servers per hour making 
it possible for most enterprises to access 
this information with a single day.

Discovery

Within hours, understand 
what infrastructure and 

applications you have, where 
you have it, how it’s being 
used, by whom and when.

Cloud Readiness

Plan your migration journey 
wisely based on actual 

resource and consumption 
use, not on your current on-

premise footprint.

Optimization & 
Transformation
The ARC tool provides 

detailed consumption and 
usage data enabling you to 
optimize and transform your 

IT environment.

Cybersecurity

Identify security gaps and 
risks with the insight of how 
your environment is being 

used - regardless of platform, 
application or geography.



“We now have a platform to reference for application dependency mapping, actual resource 
consumption, optimization and modernization opportunities, and business intelligence that 
allows us to make the best decisions throughout our 3-year cloud migration plan.”

Movere uses associative dimensioning to eliminate the need for you to rationalize various data points from multiple 
sources. It gathers data from Windows and Linux, Azure and AWS, SAM tools, databases and more — and then 
surfaces them into a dashboard that can be customized by individual user. Movere provides a high-level overview in 
the dashboard — however, simply clicking on any data point can reveal more information all the way down to the the 
IP address, database — even individual user level — with a simple click of a button giving you the insights you need 
to make smart decisions.

Scanning your environment regularly with Movere allows you to have access to all of this data in real-time as your 
organization grows and changes. Because Movere is always current, it eliminates the need to repeatedly spend 
time manually gathering and integrating point-in-time data from independent sources simply to understand how the 
dynamics of your IT environment have changed — Movere can do that with each discovery cycle in a matter of hours 
and it continues to learn your environment while eliminating duplicative data points to ensure users have access to 
the most accurate, reliable and actionable data.

Movere provides enterprise IT departments with an unprecedented level of visibility into their environments, enabling 
them to have the control and actionable insights needed to make smart decisions.
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Contact us today for a free demo to learn more about how Movere can give you 
the intelligence you need to make smarter decisions about your IT environment.

www.movere.io

1,000+

Data points collected

800-
1,000

Servers scanned per hour

100%

completeness 
across all environments

99%

accuracy in cloud sizing 
recommendations


